Abstract-Texture feature extraction is an important step in the facial expression recognition system. The traditional LBP method ignored the statistical characteristics of the texture change direction in the process of feature extraction, and we can extract more detailed texture information by the LDP method based on LBP, but the computational complexity is greatly increased. In order to extract more detailed texture information with the computational complexity is not increased, we proposed a method named Local Vector Model (LVM). In this method, modulus value and direction of the local texture changes are extracted as the features of classification. Furthermore, in order to improve the robustness that the algorithm to the subtle deformation of expression image, the Image Euclidean Distance is introduced and embedded in LVM. Finally, the even decreasing function is used to get the neighbor classification distance. Experiments on JAFFE facial expression databases with different resolution demonstrated that the method proposed in this paper is better than other modern methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE/technology of facial expression recognition has taken a very important position in the man-machine interactive system, and it has attracted more and more attention in recent years [1] , [2] . To realize the identification of the person's expression, not only the face facial texture variation is needed, but also physical characteristics such as ECG, Pulse Features and other physiological characteristics are needed. In generally, what we most concerned about is how to extract the expression features from images. At present, the main method for facial expression recognition can be divided into three main categories: the active appearance model(AAM) [3] , the methods based on Gabor wavelet [4] , [5] and the local binary pattern (LBP) [6] method. The methods based on AAM model can obtain more reliable expression characteristics but the calculation is complex and the initial parameters is difficult to determined. The method based on Gabor wavelet has higher requirements to internal memory and time, which is bad for the establishment of the real-time system. The LBP method is being researched and applied widely by researchers for its advantages such as strong performance of anti-jamming and convenient calculation. Compared with the AAM method and Gabor wavelet method, extract the texture features using LBP method does have obvious advantages. However, LBP approach ignored statistics for the change of direction, and cannot have a more detailed description for the strength and direction of the local texture changes, there are still some difficulties to extract the texture directly using the method to achieve a better classification. Thus, some researchers proposed the method of LDP [7] , compared with LBP, the LDP method can extract more detailed texture feature to some extent, but the computing complexity is greatly higher than LBP. It is particularly necessary to find a method which can extract more detailed texture feature and less computing complexity for the establishment of the human-computer interaction system based on facial expression recognition. In this paper, we proposed a method of Local Vector Mode(LVM), in which we can get more detailed texture feature and lower computing complexity than LBP and LDP. The LVM is the vector of the local texture variation and have poor robustness for small deformation, so the Image Euclidean distance (IMED) [8] is introduced and embedded into the LVM method in order to extract more reasonable and effective expression features. Eventually, the method we proposed has the following advantages: Firstly, it can represents the strength and angles of local texture changes effectively. Secondly, it has a certain resistance noise ability and a stronger discernment. Thirdly, which has a better robustness for small deformation. Experiments on JAFFE facial expression databases with different resolution demonstrated that the method we proposed is better than the method of LBP and LDP.
II. LOCAL VECTOR MODE
In the traditional LBP method, each pixel in the image is marked to get a binary number [9] , and then convert the binary number into decimal number, which is called LBP code of the pixel. Eventually the histogram composed of the LBP codes of all pixels is regarded as LBP feature of the image. As the LBP formula shown in equation (1): In the equation, P and R respectively represent the number of points and radius in the template. g m is neighbor of g c . S(x)is defined as follows:
The proposed Local Directional Pattern (LDP) [7] is based on LBP method and can better describe the texture in the change of the direction. In generally, it is an eight bit binary code assigned to each pixel of an input image, which calculates eight directional edge response value of a particular pixel using Kirsch masks in eight different orientations centered on its own position. Although LBP and LDP can extract variation characteristics of facial texture to some extent, but the LBP ignores statistics of the changes in the direction and the computing complexity of the LDP is greatly higher. Based on the considerations of the change intensity, direction and time-consuming, this paper proposes the Local Vector Model method(LVM).
Local Vector Model can obtain the vector of local texture feature using a template, which utilized the strength of the local texture variation as the modulus of vector and used the texture change of angle as the direction of vector. For the template of 3 ≤ 3, g c is the central pixel, g m (m = 0, 1, ..., 7) is a neighborhood of the center point as shown in fig.1 The calculation steps of the Local Vector Mode are as follows:
1) Calculate to get the matrix of texture intensity
. The values of A represents the degree of texture changes of each direction in the template, the element in which calculated by the change of the texture degree according to the counterclockwise direction from the horizontal direction to the right. Firstly, we calculate the template threshold c with the equation (3), and then a i be calculated by the equation (4).
where
The choice of threshold c is critical in the step1). If the same threshold were used in different templates, the effect of the texture extraction will be greatly reduced. In LVM method, threshold c is determined by the gray value of all pixels within template, and then thresholding the change of each direction. In this way, it can demonstrate the variation of the local texture in each template and get a good classification results. 2) Plural transformation of texture variation. Calculate the biggest value of modulus and the corresponding serial number s using equation (5) . s represents the corresponding serial number of the biggest change direction of the texture variation. Obtain the complex value of texture vector variation using the transform matrix. The row vector order in matrix M is consistent with the statistical order of the texture intensity change in step 1), so the maximum texture template change information can be represented as a complex number by the equation (6):
, in which the real part represented the horizontal changes and the imaginary part expressed the direction of vertical changes. How to express both the strength and the direction of changes in texture with one number is a crucial step in LVM method. If a vector was expressed with two scalars, the computation will be greatly increased in the comparison of vector distance. Therefore the texture changes adopted the complex number to solve the problem. Here, there are only four complex numbers in M , we can determine which one is expressed in the eight direction of texture changes according to the plus or minus of a i and the value of i. 3) Calculate the modulus matrix md and angle matrix ag. The md and matrix ag defined as follows:
The function angle returns the phase angle of vector A0 and the function module returns the module value of vector A0. md and ag are the important features using LVM to realize expression classification. In this paper, the classification is based on the comparison of md and ag in LVM characteristics of each image, which will be fully detailed in Section III. An example of LVM feature extraction is shown in Fig.2 , Extracting LVM features from a template of 3 ≤ 3. According to the procedure of LVM, we obtain G = [120, 195, 180, 60, 160, 83, 140, 72] and c = (195 − 60)/9 = 15 from 1), and then according to step 2),we know mod = 7 and s = 1, that is A0 = 7 + 7i. Finally, we get ag = 0.7854 and md = 10, here ag is radians converted into angle45
• . Thus the template texture changes can be ultimately defined by a complex number.
III. CLASSIFICATION METHOD BASED ON LVM A. Image Euclidean Distance
Due the same individual expression intensity maybe is different, so the different textures generated. The feature extracted using the texture variation will have subtle changes, and the changes will affect the accuracy of the classification. So it is necessary to take measures that is not obvious to the subtle deformation, Liwei Wang et al proposed a method called Image Euclidean Distance [8] (Image Euclidean distance, IMED) which is provided with the above requirement. In Ref. [10] and [11] , researchers used IMED to improve the related algorithms, and the experimental results have shown that the method has good robustness for enhanced features. Compared with the traditional Euclidean distance, the IMED takes the spatial relationship of the pixels into consideration, which is not sensitive to minor disturbance, computing simple and easy to be embedded in image recognition technology. Fig.3 shows the comparison of the original image with the embedding IMED image. Assume there are two images x, y, given the size of M ≤ N ,the traditional Euclidean Distance d 2 E is given by:
The IMED is written by:
where the G = g(ij) M N * N M is symmetric positive semidefinite matrix. The Image Euclidean Distance is equal to the traditional Euclidean distance when the G is identity matrix. According to the requirements of IMED method, the element g ij in the matrix G about pixel site can be calculated by Gaussian function, which is written as:
2σ 2 } where σ = 1 and |P i − P j | is the distance between P i and P j on the image lattice. From the above description, we know that the value of G only depends on the distance between P i and P j , and has nothing to do with gray levels of pixels. So G could be calculated in advance. To improve the efficiency of calculation, Liwei Wang et al proposed a method named ST(Standardizing transform).
Decomposition of matrix G, G =
, where the symmetric matrix G Therefore, the IMED between x and y can be written as:
The transformed image can be used as the input of other algorithms, that is to embed IMED variables automatically in these algorithms.
B. The Distance Between Two LVM Features
In this paper, the extent of the texture changes and the direction of the change are embedded to IMED separately, and then compare the test samples with the standard samples, finally get the classification of the facial expression according to the distance. The features of a facial expression image I is extracted by LVM, and get the modulus matrix M D and the angle matrix AG. The size of M D and AG are equal to I, and the angle matrix AG is expressed by radians. According to equation (10), we get md = G 
For each image, texture changes not only reflected on the modulus and angle independently, but also reflected on the relationship between the modulus and angle. That is to say, not only the distance between the blocks of different textures was calculated, but also the relationship between module and angle cannot be neglected. Therefore, calculate the distance between two LVM features should follow the following properties: If the two textures are same, reduce the distance between them; If the two texture are different, increases the distance between them. The angle of the vector θ in a certain range, θ ∈ [0, π). So the even decreasing function f (d ag ) should satisfy the following characteristics:
is an even function and satisfied with
should be a monotone decreasing function.
If the angle between two vectors is small, the distance should be increased by f (d ag ), otherwise, the distance should be reduced by f (d ag ).
Here, we choose the cosine function to calculate the distance LVM features d 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The JAFFE database was used for the experiments in this paper, we compared the LVM with the LBP and LDP, and also compared the recognition rate of the algorithm after embedded IMED, the experiments proved that we can embed the IMED algorithm to LVM. All the algorithms in this paper were programmed in Matlab R2009b, and the harder is Intel Core i5-2450M2.5GHz processor and 4G memory computer.
There are 213 images altogether that contain 10 subjects with 7 expressions in JAFFE database. We select 210 images for our experiments. Before the images were used to extract features, we detected each facial expression of the image and normalized to the size of 64 ≤ 64 pixels, 32 ≤ 32 pixels and 16 ≤ 16 pixels with bilinear method. First step, extracting the expression features by LBP, LDP and LVM method respectively, then embedding the IMED into the feature images, and finally using the nearest neighbor classification method to obtain the expression classification. The three different situations of different resolutions obtained by each method are showed in Table  1 .
From the data in table 1, we know:
• Take the recognition rate as the standard. No matter the methods were used, when the image size is 32 ≤ 32, the recognition rate of our proposed method is the highest.
• With the facial expression recognition at the size of 32 ≤ 32 as an example. Take the recognition rate and time-consuming into consideration, the algorithm obtained the highest recognition rate when the LVM is embedded with IMED, the recognition rate is 80.59% and the time is 0.1249s. Also with LDP method can get a higher recognition rate, the recognition rate in this method is 80.00% and the recognition time is 0.4938s. Compared with LVM method, LDP method spend more than four times than LVM on computing time. The LBP method spending the shortest time, but the recognition rate is greatly reduced.
According to the above analysis, the LVM method get better expression features than LDP and LBP method in recognition rate and time consuming. That is because the extent of local texture variations and the direction of change information are all taken into consideration as a local texture information. Moreover, from table 1, we known that the computational complexity of LVM method is lower than the LDP method when extracted texture fea- tures. And also we can easily recognized that our method achieved a higher recognition rate than the method which not embed IMED from table 1, it demonstrated that LVM can also be embedded with IMED.
To illustrate the advantages of our method further, we embed the high-dimensional feature vectors that obtained by LVM into the low-dimensional space by LLE [12] in the process of expression feature extraction. The recognition rates obtained by different methods are shown in Fig.4 . From Fig.4 , we can observe clearly that recognition rate obtained by LVM method is greatly higher than other two methods.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a new method for facial texture feature extraction named Local Vector Mode(LVM), which can obtain more detailed texture information and spend less time to extract texture features. Moreover, compared with other methods, the recognition rate is greatly increased when use LVM expression method to extract texture characteristics. The experiment results showed that the LVM is a very effective approach and have a better performance than other approaches.
